Students Urged to Visit Polls
For Student Council Primaries
Scheduled For Monday May 26

Naval Reserves
Go On Cruises
This Summer
Return to School
As Midshipmen
Members of the Georgia Tech NROTC Unit will be traveled Midshipmen when they return to school at the end of their spring cruises. Midshipmen from units throughout the East Coast area will assemble in Annapolis, Maryland, and Quonset Point, Rhode Island, for indoctrination before embarking. The Junior Cruises will last eleven weeks with two-thirds of the time spent aboard Battleships and one-third of the time aboard Destroyers. Engineering and gunnery is included with personnel being trained for proper ship board indoctrination. The Junior Cruises will last nine weeks aboard Aircraft Carriers where classes will be held in all problems and phases of Naval Aviation. Zones to be visited by the Midshipmen are as follows:

Norway and Sweden
Jungen College—Norwegian Area

Soviet Union—Determined Supreme Cruise—Caribbean Area, Canal Zone, Panama, Trinidad.

USA Resumes Its Annual
Presidents’ Club Holds Annual Banquet

President Bob Davis announced that the Interfraternity Council has contracted with Jimmy Dorsey to perform at the annual spring dance sponsored by the Interfraternity Council. The dance is to be held on June 10 at the Municipal Auditorium and will last from nine until two. The dance will climax a full week of activities for graduating seniors who will, prior to graduation, have a senior banquet and senior ball June 7 and June 8. Jimmy Dorsey and his orchestra have become known all over the country as one of the top “name bands.” Jimmy and his orchestra have toured the entire United States and have appeared in several movies and for two years placed on Bing Crosby’s radio show.

Jimmy Dorsey is regarded by many musicians, both popular and classical, as the world’s greatest saxophonist. Some of the feats which Jimmy can perform with his sax are incredible. Ripley’s “Believe It or Not!” once featured Jimmy so as to make one of the basic band vocalists in the nation, first struck the public’s fancy while singing with Glenn Miller’s AAF Orchestra. Since then his voice has been rapidly developed and he has been chosen to sing the theme from a movie. Dorsey’s ability to adjust himself to any rhythm, his complete familiarity with subjects outside the laboratory, but in continuing revealed that all his thoughts were not along scientific lines. In reasoning why (Continued on Page 4)
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Scholarships

Presidents’ Club Hears Bates
On ‘Getting Along With People’

By Buddy Fink

“The main characteristics of a leader are the ability to adjust oneself to different circumstances and the ability to get along with different people,” Mr. Louis Bates, an eminent insurance executive, told some 72 campus leaders Monday night at the quarterly Presidents’ Club Banquet sponsored by ODK. Also present at the banquet were Freeke B. Van Leer, Dean George C. Griffin, Dean D. P. Savant, Prof. Fred B. Wenz, and Prof. A. J. Walker. Mr. Bates, who is also a former Georgia Tech professor, pointed out that no one can get along with everyone. “You must have standards,” he said. Mr. Bates went on to say that one of the most important characteristics of a leader is being able to work with people. “One of the main problems in getting along with people is that people are not always what they appear to be,” Mr. Bates said. “I have had experience in working with people who were not what they appeared to be.” Mr. Bates went on to say that he had once worked with a person who appeared to be a leader but who was not. “I had to learn to adjust myself to the situation,” he said. “I had to learn to work with the person I was dealing with.”

Debt of Gratitude
Can Be Expressed
By Simplest Means

Early Thursday afternoon Mr. Brittain, President Emeritus of Tech, walked up to render James R. Beard, whose fruit stand and began selecting apples. Mr. Brittain, identified himself with the apple, picked up a box, and ran around beside him. The box was quickly filled with bright orange popcicles by Mr. Heard, and handed to the person being dealt with. The person who gets ahead must be eternally appreciating his problem. “Although certain techniques must be used to get ahead in this world,” said Mr. Bates, “there must be other techniques a human being who loves people, enjoys people, and who has a good philosophy of life.” Mr. Bates concluded his talk by recalling this well-known bit of philosophy: “I was sorry for myself because I had no shoes, until I met a man who had no feet.”
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S. A. M. Elects New Officers

Ed. L. Anderson was elected Tuesday to head the Society for the Advancement of Management for the next two quarters, replacing the retiring president, Buddy Fiske. Other officers elected at the Society's regular meeting were: Dick Alchlay, vice-president; Bill Clarke, recording secretary; V. J. Doyle, corresponding secretary; and Jack Young, treasurer.

The S.A.M. will give a weiner roast Saturday, May 31, at North Fulton Park. A chartered bus will leave Swan Hall at 4:00 Saturday afternoon. Any S.A.M. member or any I.E. student who is interested in going may make reservation with Miss Kelly in the I.E. office.

NACA Invites Ga. Tech IAS To Langley Field

Accepting an invitation extended to only a very few of the leading engineering schools in the East, members of Tech's section of the Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences traveled to Langley Field, Va., on May 23 to inspect the vast aeronautical laboratories of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

Since the NACA does some of the most outstanding and advanced aeronautical research in the world, the members expected the trip to be well worth the time lost from classes. At Langley Field are located several of the world's largest and best wind tunnels, notably the "full-scale" tunnel, capable of testing whole airplanes rather than components or scale-models, the variable density tunnel, and several high-speed tunnels for experiments in the transonic and supersonic speed ranges brought on by the era of jets and rockets. Many advanced airplane designs, both in model form and full-scale, will probably be on view for the students, being tested structurally, aerodynamically, and in flight.

These attractive young "children" are some of the Beta Theta Pi's and their dates who gathered following the colorful Beta Kid Party that was held last Friday evening at Druid Hills Country Club.

Beta Theta Pi's 'Kid Party' Given Last Friday Evening

The Beta Theta Pi clan celebrated their first annual Kid Party since the war last Friday at the Druid Hills Golf and Country Club following a banquet for the active members, pledges, and alumni. Traditionally the highlight of the Beta social calendar, the Kid Party offered an excuse to experience a second childhood or a return to the first.

In the spirit of the occasion members and their dates came attired in unique and original costumes borrowed from various stages of childhood.

The Beta leadout was headed by President Frank Bull who, in a baby carriage, was wheeled around the dance floor by his date, Betty Graham, to the accompaniment of Charlie Forell's orchestra. The affair was topped off with a breakfast at the Beta house.

Capt. J. L. Cheney Joins Tech R.O.T.C. Staff As PMS&T

Captain John L. Cheney, Field Artillery, joined the Tech R.O.T.C. staff on May 9 as an assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics. Capt. Cheney received his reserve commission upon graduation from the University of Florida in 1939 and was called to active duty in February 1942. In 1942 he received a Regular Army commission through competitive examination. He comes to Tech after two tours of duty totaling 30 months with various Field Artillery units in the European Theater of Operations.

Capt. Cheney's duty at Tech will be with the new Army ROTC unit. Next year the Antiaircraft Artillery R.O.T.C. course will be expanded to include Field Artillery and Seacoast Artillery and the name of the unit will be changed from Antiaircraft Artillery to Artillery.

The Ice Cream Served in the Georgia Tech Dining Hall Is Made By

JERSEY ICE CREAM CO.

784 N. Highland Ave., N. E.
Dramatic Club Presents 'The Drunkard' Tonight

The Georgia Tech Dramatic Club will present its second production of the year tonight at 8:30 p.m. at the YMCA auditorium. The play is entitled "The Drunkard," and is directed by Glenn C. James. Mr. Richard B. Spaulth will be the host for the evening. The cast is as follows:

Supervision Changed for Public Law '16

Effective immediately, there will be no more monthly supervision of Public Law '16 Students at the Georgia School of Technology. The following procedure will be effected in the future.

All Public Law '16 students will be expected to report to the training officer, located in the V.A. Guidance Center, on Georgia Tech Campus, at the close of each quarter. At that time the student will furnish the Training Officer with the following information:

A count of all absences and tardiness, failures and quarterly average.

This will be the only time the student will be required to report. However, every student should feel free to call on the Training Officer at any time to discuss personal or other problems, as well as any other assistance the Training Officer may be able to render.

Join an ARTHUR MURRAY DANCE CLASS $1.50 Per Lesson

Arthur Murray offers you the chance to join a gay, congenial group for the unbelievable sum of only $1.50 a lesson. Classes meet weekly for one hour. Learn the Rumba, Fox Trot or Jitterbug with a new friend. It's grand fun and never tiresome. Don't delay! Enroll before classes are filled. Enjoy the thrill of becoming a graceful, popular partner. Come in today or call Alwood 4121.

TECH STUDENTS! GRADS!

A Keepsake You'll Cherish Always

A familiar campus scene — will recall treasured memories for years to come. An ideal graduation gift for wall, $5.00 for mantel or den. Sold exclusively by

Gang! Join Us Tonight in Tubby's Attic For Good Home Cooked Food

Reserve Our Dining Room for an Early Bird Breakfast After Next Saturday Night's Fraternity Dance

A Gay Party For All!

All the Fun and Fun You Like!

Servings from 50c to 1.25

Gang! Join Us Tonight in Tubby's Attic For Good Home Cooked Food

Notice To Graduating Seniors

Graduating seniors may withdraw all drawings and graphic sheets the week of May 26 by filling out the form below and presenting (or mailing with proper return address) to F. M. Rowan, Office Room 206, Engineering Drawing and Mechanics Building.

Keep Your Car at Victory Motors, Inc.

"The South's Finest"

125 North Avenue, N. E.

Try Our Food

Tavern Tea Room

625 Peachtree Vernon 7816

Through the Years

First In Quality

Nunnally's

The Candy of the South

If You're Gonna Fool 'Em... Do It Right!

Portraits for the Pursuer by Gaspar-Ware

All In Favor of Including Time Spent At "The Robbery" As Credit Hours.

Notice To Graduating Seniors

Graduating seniors may withdraw all drawings and graphic sheets the week of May 26 by filling out the form below and presenting (or mailing with proper return address) to F. M. Rowan, Office Room 206, Engineering Drawing and Mechanics Building.

Full Name

Address

Drawing Course

Qtr. or Semester

Test

Instructor

Gang! Join Us Tonight in Tubby's Attic For Good Home Cooked Food

Reserve Our Dining Room for an Early Bird Breakfast After Next Saturday Night's Fraternity Dance

A Gay Party For All!

All the Fun and Fun You Like!

Servings from 50c to 1.25

Davis Bros. Restaurant

104 Luckie Street, N. W.

Phone Jackson 7181

Tech Students! Grads!

A Keepsake You'll Cherish Always

A familiar campus scene — will recall treasured memories for years to come. Done in choice of sepias, mulberry, or blue, on a fine American China plate.

An ideal graduation gift for wall, mantel or desk. Sold exclusively by

Maier & Berkele

Charles Willis, Associate

693 Peachtree St., N. E., Atlanta

All In Favor of Including Time Spent At "The Robbery" As Credit Hours.
CIVIL ENGINEERING (1)
Industrial Engineering (2)
CO-OP SENIORS

John Van Home Miner, Jr.
Jack Oliver Holladay
Jack Young
Jack Fulwiler
Jack Todd—Pledgemaster
Jim Williford—Vice-President
Dick Adams

Sigma Chi Reveals
New Officer Elects

The Beta Phi Chapter of Sigma Chi recently elected its officers for the coming fall quarter. Those newly elected were:

Bill Mann—President
Jim Williford—Vice-President
Dick Malone—Secretary
Bill Johnson—Treasurer
Jack Todd—Pledgemaster
Bob Cook—Sergeant-At-Arms
Don Fraser—Historian
Bill Douchert—Associate Editor
Rell Sugger—Tribune

Announcing

The Opening of Another
Streamlined
MAJESTIC FOOD SHOP
53 NORTH AVENUE, N. E.
Between the Peachtrees
Next to His Green Buick Co.

The Most Up-to-Date
Food Shop in the South
Open 24 Hours Daily
Welcome Tech Students

Majestic Food Shops
Noted for Service, Quality
and Neatness Since 1929

Save Time with VAN DYKE
Chisel Point Leads

With Chisel Point Leads you can sharpen your Pencil in company with any other 10 cent lead of which there are literally millions on the market. The unique zig-zag chisel point leads are so dimensioned that they are adaptable to any or all the ordinary sizes of the Pencil. You will find this arrangement easy to sharpen and practical to use in any kind of writing of the best possible kind. The distinctive feature of these leads is the fact that they are so made that they will not split when sharpened. They are second to none and second to none in price.

—Eberhard Faber—

“... All Around The Town”
Genuine Parts Company

East Point 457 W. Peachtree
West End Atlanta
Decatur

“Quality First — It Pays to Buy the Best”

Rogers Quality Food Shops
Little Star Food Stores
Big Star Super Markets

A portion of the Tech Glee Club took part in the exercises, singing the "Marching" by Frank and "Ohloma" by Rodgers.

Albert D. Mendor won the award given by the English department to the freshman engineering student outstanding in English.

A. E. department awards presented by Prof. A. Y. Pope were to Theodore A. Yagel, student of scholarship; James H. Elsinger, first place; John I. Cox, junior with the highest average.

Honors Day—"(Continued from page 1) he asked pride in being a teacher and scientist. He considered as a paramount reason its breaking down of prejudices, he deemed his open and free mind without which true knowledge cannot be obtained. In thus being freed of prejudice and narrow-mindedness the engineer is better fitted to serve society. Dr. Polbard urged the winners to be indeed proud of their honors, to keep up their high endeavor as man's greatest achievements were usually attained in his hung ages.

Graduating with top scholastic honors, the "valedictorian" of Georgia Tech, E. E. Johnson, E.E., won the Phi Kappa Phi scholarship award with a 4.40 average for his four years.

Winner of the Tau Beta Pi senior engineering award was senior Biddle A. Thomas, a co-op.

Harold O. Davidson took honors as having the best Tau Beta Pi score.

Phi Kappa Phi elected seniors to their group who had failed no subject, had at least a 3.5 average and stood in the upper 7 per cent of the class.

Phi Eta Sigma freshmen with a 3.4 average or better was recognized and Eugene McNally was given the sophomore award of 4.88 for his freshman year.

Awards by the individual departments were also given, the Alpha Iota Kappa national award and Alpha Chi Sigma award were won by Alton Newton, a junior, with the outstanding 4.66 average. Malcolm Patterson took the Alpha Chi Sigma award.

E. Calvin John was awarded the Eta Kappa Nu citation as the outstanding electrical engineering senior.

Prof. Harold Bush-Brown presented the Alpha Chi medal to David O. Savini, the American Institute of Arch. first place award to W. C. Thomasy and second place award to W. Blair Wright.

An outstanding co-op student Biddle A. Thomas won the Brierac Cup presented by Prof. J. E. McDaniel, head of the co-op department.

Civil engineers receiving awards were recognized by Mr. Robert O. Harris, president of the Ga. Section, AICE, who presented to Robert O. Williams the F. C. Snow Memorial award and to W. C. Sommers the AICE Ga. Section award.

Sophomore honors went to Claude L. Bechan, winner of the E.E. Eta Kappa Nu scholarship; to Joseph Spector, winner of the M.E. Pi Two Sigma-Scholarship award, and Edward G. Fassett, winner of the same award. Sophomore winners were.

The IFC Cup for the fraternity with the highest average was taken by Pi Kappa Phi fraternity.

Saturday, May 24, 1947
The Urge to Kill—

"I expect to be tapped by Anak next month."

Latin-Am Club

To Award Trip to Prof

By Don Usher

In January, 1947, a number of Tech students from Latin-American countries got together and organized the Latin-American Club to foster better relations between their countries and ours. The club meets twice a month, and the membership now totals approximately thirty boys. These boys, under the leadership of Rogelio Ribas, hope that before long they will be able to convert their club into a fraternity.

Spanish Contest

Many of the Latin-Americans can speak little or no English when they enter Tech and for a while the way is rough and steep for them. The club plays a big role in helping them to master the language and in helping them to become oriented to the American way of life. The club is also active in campus life. At present they have under way a Spanish contest for Tech students. The best student from Tech Spanish class will be awarded a prize. The contest will be announced by the professors and the candidates will then appear before a committee from the club. Here they will be judged on ability to write, translate, and speak the language. Prizes will be awarded on May 20.

Trip to Cuba

The Latin-Americans have another big idea on tap. Beginning this summer they propose to award annually to a member of the Tech faculty a trip to one of their home countries. The trip planned for this summer will be to Cuba. The professor will be chosen largely on the basis of his service to the club and his interest in the boys and their countries. This year's winner will be announced at a later date.

Indian Motorcycle

Sales, Inc.

624 Spring Street

New Motorcycles Available Now

Ted Edwards, Mgr.

Phone HEmlock 5554

Lightweight Suits, Sport Coats, Sacks, Swim Trunks —

A Complete Line of Furnishings, Including Sport Shirts or Dress Shirts in White at $2.95

Use Our Lay Away Plan

SEWELL CLOTHING STORE

111 Whitehall Street through to Broad Street

Phone WALnut 7034

When you graduate, you will have one of the finest opportunities to learn to fly ever offered young men in peacetime.

The Army Air Forces' Aviation Cadet Training Program gives you that chance. It cannot be duplicated anywhere at any price. Leader in new things for aviation — in jet and rocket propulsion, far-ranging heavy aircraft, improved navigational facilities and many other developments in a fast-moving field — the AAF can help you begin a brilliant future.

The Air Forces have reopened Aviation Cadet training to qualified civilians 18 to 26 years of age. Men selected for training as pilots under the terms of the program must be single and have had at least two years of college education, or its equivalent, in an accredited institution. Upon successful completion of the course, graduates will be commissioned Second Lieutenants, Army of the United States, and assigned to flying duty with the Army Air Forces.

Reactivation of the Aviation Cadet program is typical of the AAF's continuing effort to provide selected young men every opportunity to earn advancement. Cadets who win their wings as today's pilots will be the same kind of men who, in wartime, built and manned the world's mightiest air arm.

Make your plans now to get in at the start! By applying immediately after graduation, you can take your qualifying examinations and enter the July 1st class. Or — if you want a summer vacation — you can take your examinations now and be ready to enter the next class beginning Oct. 15th.

Further information is available at AAF bases, U. S. Army Recruiting Stations, local Civil Air Patrol headquarters, or by writing to the Commanding General, Army Air Forces, Washington 25, D. C.

Try out the Lay Away Plan! New Motorcycles — new clothing — new suits — new furnishings — all available now.

U. S. ARMY RECRUITING SERVICE

By Walt Miller

With the coming elections for representatives to the Student Council, I think that the most important candidate has been left out of the list of candidates. I think this candidate's name should be added to the list immediately. This candidate is one of the best known personalities on the campus. The candidate I would like to suggest is Sideways.

No Problem For Her

Sideways is one of the most popular students on the campus and has been exposed to almost every course that Tech has to offer. Recent discussions of cooperation have not worried Sideways since she has long been used to shifting for herself and the problem of rest rooms for female students has never bothered her in the least (as a public service, she will be glad to divulge to the faculty her method of attacking this problem). She does profess to know anything about the duties she would have to assume; but feels that this will not hamper her chances for election, since none of the other candidates know much about the duties.

She Promises Nothing

The finest part of her program for election is her opinion concerning campaign promises. She intends to make promises to do anything and everything, and also promises to break all the promises that she makes. She does not intend to attend the meetings of the council unless the council will agree to meet near some fireplug. The only serious part of Sideways campaign for election is her opinion of Tech. She feels that Tech is going to the dogs and intends to do everything in her power to help the school proceed along this course.

At Least Vote

If Sideways was in voice today she might make a statement like this:

"Himmm—the calculus is right; I must have missed the algebra."

"Vote for me and I guarantee to ruin Tech; but if you don't want to vote for me—AT LEAST VOTE."

"Hi-fiber—calories are right; I must have missed the algebra."

"Vote for me and I guarantee to ruin Tech; but if you don't want to vote for me—AT LEAST VOTE."

A Complete Line of Furnishings, Including Sport Shirts or Dress Shirts in White at $2.95

Learn to fly with the AAF!
Editorial:

Engineers Day

The students and faculty of Georgia Tech are to be congratulated, for it was through their cooperation and efforts that the recently held Engineers Day was a success. The entire student body and administration was solidly in support of the campus event, and with Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering fraternity, acting as coordinator, Engineers Day accomplished the purposes for which it was initiated.

These purposes for which Engineers Day was conceived and carried out are well defined. First, attendance of some Georgia Tech school students with Georgia Tech; it gave them an inside view into the different departments and the type of curricula of each. Second, it served the purpose of bringing closer together the students of each department, and of uniting more closely the entire student body as a whole.

Over five hundred people visited Georgia Tech last Saturday for Engineers Day, and they were greeted with cordiality and enthusiasm by all taking part in the event. The departments and departmental socialities did a great job in preparing the exhibits, and should receive a major part of the credit for the success of the undertaking.

Intramurals

A suggestion for adding interest in the intramural program at Tech was made this week by a student, through observation of the program at another school. It was commented that while this other school did not have a more expanded or inclusive program, Tech does, it did have a great deal more participation and interest. This seems to have been brought about by closer coordination and greater promotion.

One of the principal schemes used was having competition on a series of different sports, instead of on each one individually. Representatives of each group, as an extremity, dorms, clubs, competed in a number of events—swimming, basketball, softball, intercollegiate track, and even singing contests—and were awarded points in each. Individual awards were made in each sport, of course, but what really provided the whole basis for continued interest was the award of a trophy at the end of the year for the highest total in all sports. This was a very worthwhile trophy and it was eagerly sought after.

It is only a suggestion for what might be tried at Tech, but with a few minor changes a program might be established which would carry further than the present one.

Campus Parking

“Student critically injured by auto on campus.” Although this accident did not occur on the Tech campus, it is small wonder.

If steps are not taken to remedy the present parking and traffic situation, such an accident is bound to occur. It is true that college men should be able to look forward each day to the possibility of handling the affairs of an active student council, yet, in view of a very serious problem, the students are obligated to vote for Joe Average. Vote intelligently! Vote discriminately! Lincoln was right, of course; you can not fool all of the people all of the time; but you can not fool all of the people all of the time. This example of unthinking or hesitation. This example of unthinking or hesitation.
Psychological Basis for Success

By Raimundo de Orive

Personal directives in department stores, big corporations and manufacturing plants tell me that in the job market, backslaps and backslapping are business problems. They admit that preparation for the job market is only one of the primary factors, but that an unpleasant personality can cancel both.

That was a surprising statement when I made it a long time ago, but I am more convinced than ever. If I fitted myself for my work and was willing to put honest effort into it, then the kind of a person I wanted to be was just the one who would be successful in my business.

Now, if we go back to the problem of what's required of people, we must make up a prospective employer to be alert to.

The next important question is, if we are to have our personal qualities in the preparation for our life and work, what are the essential traits that are required of us?

Poise contributes to another "first impression." It carries with it the implication of honesty and reliability. The rule of the old adage: "You are what you seem to be;" and that seems to transcend not only personal appearance but the concept of "screened" or "colored" through the kind of person they become. They have "personality," which has always been respected.

Not that their personality has to be likable or attractive. Likability and attractiveness are "common." In my opinion, the three best characteristics that individuals with strong and effective personalities are most difficult to like and poor material as the term is applied.

There are, however, these qualities that follow:

- To be able to make the accusation?
- To welcome change from the present combination?
- To cooperate with an Honor System, even if it means destroying the reputation of others.
- To accept an honor system, even if it means destroying the reputation of others.
- To accept an honor system, even if it means destroying the reputation of others.
- To accept an honor system, even if it means destroying the reputation of others.

Of course, all this raises the question, what does it mean to be the right kind of person?

Suppose we have graduated and are looking for a position. "Personal" qualities will have a great deal to do with that. First impressions are very important, not only lasting and of such value, but in the situation. We must make up a prospective employer in the same way people are made up.

We need sound knowledge, a number of personal traits, or moral traits; but we have to be the appearance of being "humble" or "shrewder," with the other kind of person being more of the kind who values his own appearance and clothes and clothes even though shrewdly. We must exhibit a certain amount of self-respect if we want to be respected. A clean appearance will imply that the individual is clean, clear through. No one cares to hire a "bum." Incidentally, in-\n
There is something straightforward about poise, something straightforward about poise, something straightforward about poise. There is the absence of that furtive-sincerity. It carries with it the implication of honesty and reliability. The rule of the old adage: "You are what you seem to be;" and that seems to transcend not only personal appearance but the concept of "screened" or "colored" through the kind of person they become. They have "personality," which has always been respected. Scholarly persons teach him something useful. Scholarly persons teach him something useful. Scholarly persons teach him something useful. Scholarly persons teach him something useful. Scholarly persons teach him something useful. Scholarly persons teach him something useful.

Acquire something of this kind of a person-
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The surveyor

By Henry Coblentz

Extensive Honor Roll Shows Student Opinion

In an extensive survey conducted by The TECHNIQUE it has been found that the student body of Georgia Tech is approximately equally divided in its question of whether or not it has the right kind of a person-

The obvious weakness in the above proposals is that it will require billions of dollars rather than millions. With a longer interval than the economic recovery of the American Congress, it will be practically impossible to obtain even a minimum amount necessary to make the plan feasible.

Another interesting phase of the new program is that in the United States there is a movement in the direction of war or peace, is indivisible, or that "stable currency and an economy-minded Republic" are usually lasting and one of the most important conditions for the World."

James Burnham in his recent book, "The Struggle for the World."
Jacket Nine Meets Vandy In Crucial Battle Today

By Joe Torcassi

The Yellow Jacket baseball squad, currently floundering in the lower bracket of the SEC race due to a three game losing streak, will encounter the Vanderbilt nine here this afternoon in the second of a two game home stand against the Commodores. The first contest took place yesterday.

Crucial Series

This will be the crucial series of the season so far as the Jackets are concerned. With two wins against four losses to their credit, the Techsters must win the remaining six games to be considered as contenders for the title. In the event that this feat can be accomplished, the local lads must also depend on a Georgia nine capturing a pair from the Alabama Crimson Tide. The Tide has a 9-3 record up to date against the Buldogs remaining on their slate.

Seek To Snap Losing Streak

In an effort to bring about victory in today's encounter, Coach Norris Dean will rely on his ace sprinkler Buddy Fowlkes and George Bailey in the running events and will look to outstanding weight men Jim "Spider" Nolan and Herb Bergman in the shot-put and javelin. These stars have been the mainstays in the Tech attack this season.

Track Team Closes '47 Season As Favorites In SEAAU Meet

By Lenny Frieden

Georgia Tech's speedy Yellow Jackets Cinderella's will bring the 1947 season to a close this afternoon when they journey to Auburn to participate in the annual Southeastern AAU track and field championship. The AAU meet brings together representatives from all the Southeastern schools with the exception of the Louisiana entrys, LSU and Tulane. The Yellow Jackets will meet the most favored to walk away with top honors.

Mainstays

In an effort to bring about victory in today's encounter, Coach Norris Dean will rely on his ace sprinkler Buddy Fowlkes and George Bailey in the running events and will look to outstanding weight men Jim "Spider" Nolan and Herb Bergman in the shot-put and javelin. These stars have been the mainstays in the Tech attack the entire season.

With today's meet marking the close of the track season for 1947, the Techmen have compiled a record of five victories and two defeats, losing only to the Tigers of North Carolina by a scant two points and being barely edged out by LSU in last week's SEC meet 56-47.
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Track Team Closes '47 Season As Favorites In SEAAU Meet

Nolan, Fowlkes Counted on Today

LSU Upsets Trackmen In SEC Meet, 52-47

Last Saturday afternoon, the fighting Yellow Jackets of Georgia Tech were edged out by the Tigers of LSU, 52-47, as the lads from Louisiana went on to emerge victorious in the 15th annual SEC track and field championship meet held at Legion Field in Birmingham.

Fowlkes Shines

Buddy Fowlkes was the bright light in the Tech performance, winning the 100, 220 and low hurdles and tying third in the broad jump to score 18 markers and walk off with top honors.

Nolan will be heavily counted on in the javelin, shot put, and discus.

(Continued on page 10)
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Dolce Home Craft Power Tools
Model Supply
Model Airplanes, Boats

Atlantic Hobby Shop
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604 Peachtree Street, N. E.

Relax—refresh yourself—enjoy your favorite game in club-like surroundings

Big Town Billiards
At Five Points - 10% Edgewood Avenue
One of America's Finest
Air-conditioned

At Laney Fountains

Piggy Bank Treats
Monday, May 26th

Regularly 30c! BAKED SLICED HAM on a BUN...Served with delicious POTATO SALAD and crisp PICKLE CHIPS...only 27c!
Students Battle For Track Cup

All Undergrads May Enter

Next Saturday, May 31, at 1:30 p.m., on Grant Field, the annual intercollegiate track meet will be held. The meet will be open to all regular undergraduate students who are not on the varsity track team. However, only one man from each organization may be entered in each event except the relays.

Scoring will be on the basis of the first five places in each event counting 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1. Individual awards will be given to the team leading each total number of points; individual awards will be given to the winners of each event except the relay.

The schedules of events are:

1:30 P.M. — Shot-Put—each man allowed 4 throws

High Jump—start at 4 ft. 6 in., jump until everyone eliminated.

Broad Jump—each man gets 2 jumps to qualify. Top six allowed to addlional jumps.

1:40 P.M. — (Continued on page 10)

Dick Collier Weds Miss Betty McClure

Dick Collier, star Jacket basketball and track man, who has been the outstanding athlete in the past several seasons, and Miss Betty McClure of Atlanta were married last week. As leading scorer in 44-45, Collier is expected to be one of the outstanding men in next year’s varsity track team. The meet will be open to all regular undergraduates with a history of doing well.

Taylor is Well Known In Southern Circles

Ashby Taylor is a new name on the Tech golf team roster, but this tall, blond, 22-year-old lad from Augusta, Georgia, has long been known in the southern scholastic golfing circles.

Taylor began his golfing career at a rather tender age. He shot his first round when he was eight years old and has been an enthusiastic player ever since. Showing great promise from the start, Taylor easily won a place on the varsity golf team at Richmond Academy. This team lost only one match in the four years that Taylor played on it. During his sophomore year at Richmond, Taylor won the C.L.A.A. championship and in 1943 he won second place in the All-Southern Prep tournament championship which was won by Sonny Ellis, last year SEC champion.

Now a married veteran and junior I.L., Taylor transferred from the Citadel in March of 1946 and is playing his first year of golf at Tech. In all of the matches which the yet unbeaten Yellow Jackets have played, Taylor has been practically a sure bet for the three points which can be gained in individual play.

Taylor had his first opportunity, since coming to Tech, to really stand out when Tech entered the Southern Invitational Golf Tournament which was recently held at Athens. In the qualification round Taylor won over a field of some 150 golfers. In the Championship flight he was paired with Sonny Ellis of L.S.U., who was defending S.E.C. champion. Taylor won the three points which can be gained in individual play.
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Golfers Close Season With Tennessee Today

The Tech golf team will bring a highly successful season to a close today when they face the Volunteers of Tennessee at Knoxville.

The Jackets defeated the Vols, 15-9, in an earlier match, but expect a stiff battle from the capable Tennessee golfers.

Ace golfer Ashby Taylor, team captain Ike Scott, Gordon Clay, and Tommy Green will play for Tech.

Last week the Jackets swamped the Gamecocks of South Carolina 19-4. Ashby Taylor was low man with a 72 and defeated his opponent 3-0, while Scott shot a 74 to win 2-1, and Scott and Taylor won the foursome 3-0.

Bill Emerson and Gordon Clay shot 76 and 74, respectively, to win both matches and the foursome 3-0.

Dennison, Holmshaw Meet for Golf Title

Prof. Dennison and Commd. Holmshaw will vie for the faculty golf championship next Tuesday afternoon, May 27, on the North Fulton course. Dean Fred Ajax and Major Treadway will play for the consolation prize.

In the semi-finals played last week, Prof. Dennison shot a 77 to defeat Major Treadway 3-2 and Commd. Holmshaw shot a 74 to beat Dean Ajax 3-2.

Meet Vandy—

(Continued from page 8)

Traveling to Athens on the Friday before last, the Jackets managed to gain one victory out of four encounters. Traveling to Athens on this same day, they defeated the University of Georgia 6-4. Henry Kalb yielded ten scattered hits in gaining his second victory of the season.

In a return engagement here on the following day, the Jackets were handcuffed by the masterful left handed pitching of Dink Millis. In the meantime, the Bulldogs were collecting eleven runs from Dick McMillin to win the game 11-2. Chub Jenkins, playing first base for the visitors, collected two three baggers to lead the University hitting department.

Tigers Pound Jackets

Traveling to Auburn on Monday and Tuesday, the Jackets received two shellackings at the hands of a powerful Tiger nine. Although outhitting their opponents 12-9 in the first game, the Engineers were unable to hit in the clinches and found themselves on the short end of an 8-4 score.

The final was all Auburn as the Tigers batsmen collected fifteen hits from a pair of Jacket hurlers to put across seventeen runs. Baty showed perfect form in scattering eight Tech blows which counted for four runs.

Durst Surprises

Dave Durst, captain of last year's team, pulled the surprise performance of the meet. Dave has not been able to get under the 10 minute mark all season in his two mile run. Pulling an about-face in Birmingham he ran it in 9:59 to capture the third place spot.

This year's meet marked the twelfth time in the 15 year history of SEC championship meets that the crown has gone to Coach Bernie Moore's Tigers. Only Tech and Georgia have been able to wrest the coveted cup from the speedy lads from Louisiana.